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ABSTRACT 
The constitutional legislator of Islamic republic of Iran in the article 71 of constitution has 

obliged the Islamic Consultative Assembly to legislate «in accordance with constitution». 
According to the mentioned article, the Islamic consultative assembly in legislating criminal law 

not only doesn’t have full authority, but also is subject to the restrictions set in constitution. In 

addition, according to the article 4 , since » all rules and regulations of civil, criminal, financial, 
economic, administrative, cultural, military, political, and others must be based on Islamic 

criteria », therefore, another restriction that the Islamic consultative assembly has got in 

legislating criminal law in the domain of individual rights and freedom, is just legal restrictions. 
In other words, the Islamic consultative assembly must criminalize in the domain of personal and 

individual behaviors and in the limit of Islamic criteria. Accordingly, legislator in the article 72 

has decreed that » the Islamic consultative assembly can’t make laws which oppose the 
principles of official religion or constitution ». Thus, with regard to the mentioned article and 

article 71, in investigating criminal law, The Guardian Council must consider this point that the 

Islamic consultative assembly criminalizes in the limit of principles set in constitutions and if it 
detects that Islamic consultative assembly has criminalized out of constitution’s limit, then the 

approval must be avoided. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

According to the theory of legal instrumentalism, criminal law has been created for achieving a specific 

result or objective, and these predetermined objectives form the structure of legal units and substantive issues of 

criminal rules. 

Accepting the knowledge of criminal law as a tool will have significant results; as the knowledge of applied 

mathematics is recognized as a tool for the knowledge of economy, criminal law is also a tool for other human 

and social sciences. Accordingly, criminal law is a tool for establishing economic order in society (economic 

crimes), creating an atmosphere of moral and proper training (crime of promoting prostitution among children), 

protecting life privacy and the dignity of individuals (crimes against people) and creating political order and 

realizing political goals and values in society. The question discussed here is that in realizing appropriate goals 

using criminal law and dependent tools, does legislative assembly and the legislator have the full authority in 

criminalization? Or it is subject to some restrictions? Is legislator subject to some principles and restrictions and 

the government can’t criminalize any kind of behaviors? 

In one of the newest studies done on criminal titles in criminal justice system (Qoli Zade and Tavakol Poor, 

Identification and Classification of Criminal Titles, 2013), we have more than 1900 criminal titles in our country 
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in which parliament not only hasn’t decriminalized them but also has increased this number, among them we 

can point to the most recent titles such as parliament’s effort in increasing the list of criminal offenses in a plan 

called contraception. This matter indicates that legislative assembly not only hasn’t followed any logical 

principles in criminalizing citizen’s behaviors, but also has used criminal law under the influence of some 

mental predispositions affected by particular circumstances. 

Actually legislator’s lack of attention to logical principles in criminalization, is followed by many negative 

consequences such as criminal inflation, increasing the list of crimes, people’s distrust in law, aggregation of 

court’s affairs, increasing the cost of criminal justice, high growth of law violation, unjustified violation of 

individual rights and freedoms, the gap between people and government and …. . 

In order to recognize Islamic consultative assembly’s restrictions in criminalization, we separately discuss 

these restrictions from legal dimension and constitution dimension.  

 

1.The restrictions of Constitution: 

In the third chapter of constitution, under the title of «people’s right», the constitutional legislator has 

marked the individual’s rights and freedoms and has codified some principles in which Islamic consultative 

assembly must prove the necessity of restriction and exception in applying restriction on those principles using 

criminalization.  

 

1-1-The right of lack of punishment or the law of individual immunity: 

According to the article 22 «people’s prestige, life, property, rights, housing and occupation are inviolable 

except in cases prescribed by law ».Based on this article, the basis is on the immunity of people’s life, property, 

rights, housing and occupation, and since criminalization requires the imposition of punishment on the 

individual and violating his life, freedom, property and rights, then applying restriction on the mentioned article 

using criminalization needs Islamic consultative assembly to prove the necessity of restriction. Therefore, it can 

be said that criminalization without proving the necessity of applying restriction by the ordinary legislator, in the 

domain of individual rights and freedoms, is against the mentioned article and must face The Guardian 

Council’s objection. 

Punishing criminals violates «the right of lack of punishing people». These punishments contain large 

losses such as high costs, the possibility and capability of intensifying mistakes and raising the danger of 

aggression in society.  Accordingly, justifying criminal law and punishment needs a logical basement. If we 

want to justify criminal law and punishments based on our personal point of view, then we must answer this 

question that how is it possible to ignore the right of not punishing people. The second justification is from 

society’s point of view, it means that how society despite all costs, deems criminal law and the punishment of 

violators necessary. From individual point of view, violating “the right of not punishing people” is valid if and 

only if the legislator justifies criminalization based on a reasonable and plausible theory. 

 

1-2- the principle of the prohibition of inquisition: 

According to the article 23«inquisition is prohibited and no one can be punished just due to having one kind 

of belief». Unlike the previous article which had an exception, the legislator has enacted the article of the 

prohibition of inquisition in the absolute terms and under no circumstances, Islamic consultative assembly can 

violate it through criminalization. 

As long as thoughts and beliefs are internal, they are counted as one part of body, nature and essence of 

human.  In order not to violate the social order, although the government can ask people to obey the law, it can’t 

impose beliefs by force. However, in the mind of the power holders, because the tendency of domination on the 

soul of followers is an ideal that they try to achieve, then in The Declaration of Human Rights it has been 

mentioned a lot that no one must worry about his beliefs. Although, the belief against public morality provokes 

people’s reactions, the law shouldn’t turn to use force in the realm of the internal world and the government 

shouldn’t accept it as a crime. (Katuzian, 2007, page 439-440). Constitution in the article 23 has clarified the 

subject of liberty of thought. Legislator has prohibited the inquisition, and as long as the individual has the vain 

belief within himself and has no intention of pretending, advertising or inspiring it, then exploring his mind is 

not permitted. (Najafi and Mohseni, 2009, page 455). 

 

1-3- The principle of freedom of speech, press and publications: 

According to the article 24«press and publications have freedom of expression unless they are offensive to 

the fundamental principles of Islam or the public rights. Its details are determined by law».   With regard to the 

mentioned article, the constitutional legislator focuses on the point of press and publication’s freedom, however, 

this principle has got two exceptions: offensive to the fundamental principles of Islam and offensive to the 

public rights. Thus, in criminalizing the scope of press and publication, Islamic consultative assembly must 

prove that through criminalization, it tends to prevent the offenses to the fundamental principles of Islam and 

public rights. 
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Press and publication are counted as an effective means of monitoring public and governmental affairs and 

the representative of what people have. This social tool, has provided the possibility of information exchange 

and has made the people and the government aware of mutual positions and demands. With regard to the dignity 

of people, Constitution in the article 24 has appointed that: « press and publications have freedom of expression 

unless they are offensive to the fundamental principles of Islam or the public rights. Its details are determined by 

law».  In addition, based on the article 175: «in Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting, freedom of speech and 

thought publication should be provided in conformity with Islamic principles and country’s capabilities…» 

(Hashemi, 2009, page 257-258) 

Accordingly, it can be said that, with regard to the importance of press in the societies, the constitutional 

legislator in Islamic republic of Iran has predicted the article 24 to be the guarantee of freedom of information 

exchange. With regard to the unique role of press in promoting the culture and the knowledge of society, 

constitution has focused on the freedom of press and has exceptionally defined two titles of restriction for them, 

one exception is that the published subjects mustn’t be against fundamental principle of Islam and shouldn’t be 

in a way which harm the main religious beliefs and another is that they mustn’t be against the public rights 

which are actually the public order, society security and good morality, however, common law is in charge of 

determining its rules and evidences.  Meanwhile, for considering legal freedom of press and preventing narrow 

mindedness and unnecessary limitations about freedom of press, constitution has appointed that inquiring press 

crimes and the violation of theses exceptions, should be done in an open court with the presence of jury. About 

this issue, article 168 says: «inquiring political and press crimes are open and it is done with the presence of jury 

in the court of justice…». 

 

1-4- the principle of prohibition of investigation: 

According to the article 25: « the inspection, failure to deliver mail, record and disclosure of telephone 

conversations, disclosure of telegraphic and telex communications, censorship, willful failure to transmit them, 

eavesdropping, and any kind of investigation is prohibited unless it is determined by law». The constitutional 

legislator through passing the article 25, has accepted the prohibition of inspection, eavesdropping and 

investigation as a principle and has admitted the validity of such affairs only through the decree of the ordinary 

legislator in which the legislator in applying restriction on the mentioned article through criminalization is 

obliged to prove the necessity of having restriction, otherwise, parliament bill will be against the mentioned 

article. 

People in their life inevitably have a chain of personal, public, job and family relationships. The nature of 

these relationship can’t be hidden from others and knowing them doesn’t create any problems. But everybody 

has purely private matters whose necessary condition is secrecy and non-disclosure. The article 25 has 

confirmed the private security of people and rejection of investigation. By looking at this article, it can be 

understood that for the principle of the security of people’s relationships, the constitutional legislator has 

admitted the legal exception, so that the privacy of those who likely disturb the security and welfare of the 

community, could be investigated. However, applying this necessity should be in a way in which doesn’t hurt 

anybody’s sanctity. Constitution has made the legislator to be in charge of recognizing the basis. (Hashemi, 

2005, page 286-287). In fact, in the article 25, the personal security of the individuals is guaranteed. The concept 

of security is the immunity of offenses and seizure without consent, so that people don’t panic to have their own 

legitimate rights and freedoms. The urgency of security in society has been caused by the nature of human rights 

and the prerequisite of legitimate rights and freedoms is the immunity of offenses and staying away from 

dangers and abuses. (Amid Zanjani, 2006, page 409). 

In article 25, ten items haven been mentioned as the protection of people’s rights and known as a 

prohibition, unless it is determined by law in which the basis is the sanctity and lack of permission, this 

permission is legally identified through certain reasons on certain cases. These ten items are as follow: the 

inspection, failure to deliver mail, record and disclosure of telephone conversations, disclosure of telegraphic 

and telex communications, censorship, willful failure to transmit them, eavesdropping and investigation (Yazdi, 

1996, page 270-273). If one person commits one of these ten items, apart from the problem of sin and 

hereafter’s punishments, it is a crime and prosecuted in the governmental system unless it is determined by law. 

In other words, the internal life of individuals is related to themselves and they are free to live in any way that 

they prefer, whether in the way of obedience or disobedience, of good or bad, but as long as the sanctity of 

social life is preserved, the sanctity of individual life can be also preserved and basically the individual has right 

when it doesn’t harm the social rights;  it is natural that we must move forward step by step and the individual 

privacy can be broken only in the extent of necessity( same book, page 373-374). 

In addition, the article 25 has recognized the freedom of correspondence and communication. The freedom 

of correspondence and communication means that every person can write letter, send telegram, use telex and fax 

and talk through phone calls. These conversations and correspondence must be inviolable. No agent has the 

right to investigate and censor these communications through eavesdropping or opening envelopes and postal 

packages, otherwise the freedom of individuals has been taken away. Sometimes in order for the judicial 
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authorities to discover the crimes or collect reasons or prevent destroying crimes’ clues, principles give the 

permission of controlling telecommunication or personal letters in a certain period (Madani, 2008, page192). 

Therefore, it can be said that the people’s letters and correspondence are inviolable and no authority has the 

right of opening and reading them, because this issue harms the privacy of people’s life and can limit their 

freedom. In different countries, violators of this rule usually get punished severely. However, in war time or 

emergency or based on court law, the permission may be given for reviewing and interpreting the 

correspondence to prevent «information leakage» or the activities of enemy’s fifth column. It is necessary to say 

that every kind of exception must be done based on the legal principles. Furthermore, the principle of 

correspondence’s untouchability is dominant on other means of communication such as phone, telegraph, telex 

and so on (Qazi, 2009, page146). 

In Islam rights, the principle is that for recognizing and investigating the crime, entering a house whose 

door is closed and has been covered by the walls, is not allowed; but if the crime appears in a way in which it is 

understood out of house, like appearing wines smells or intoxicated voices, then entering the house is permitted.  

According to prophet’s sayings: if one person does evil deed, it must be hidden under divine’s coverage, but a 

person who exposes his evil deeds, must get God’s punishment (Ude, 1994, page 223).To expose means, it 

becomes revealed to others using a way that can be through hearing sense, smell, sight or touch. By looking at 

verses, sayings and narrations, it can be realized that Islamic government has no function in disclosing, proving 

and punishing personal and private deeds which are related to the individual himself; even if he commits a 

crime, since it hasn’t been reflected in the society and hasn’t harmed it, government must avoid investigating the 

case (Mehr Poor, 1995, page 163). It means that the sinful act which is committed by the human secretly, must 

be hidden between him and his God. 

By the way, it can be said that the article 25 is one of the most important principles in ensuring individual’s 

security and privacy in which points out to the most crucial instances of privacy rights such as the prohibition of 

inspection, the freedom of personal communication and the prohibition of eavesdropping. 

 

1-5- the principle of forming public gatherings and marches: 

According to the article 27«forming public gatherings and marches without carrying weapon is free if they 

are not disturbing the fundamental principles of Islam». As people have the right of doing individual activities, 

also have the right of doing collective activities. March is a kind of collective activity which is done based on 

different goals. People can march collectively in celebrations, mourning, political and economic activities. 

Naturally, they mustn’t disturb the public order and Islamic sanctities, that’s why it is affirmed not to carry 

weapon and be against fundamental principles of Islam. But generally, this kind of freedom mustn’t disturb the 

freedom of society, that’s why in some certain cases, the permission of security authority and disciplinary must 

be obtained, otherwise, the authority can prevent it (Yazdi, 1996, page 281). 

Citizens have the right to participate in different groups whose nature is political, social, industrial  and 

economic and the like.Preventing the realization of this freedom in incompatible with the concept of freedom, 

unless this gathering and grouping harm the public order. Stringency, practice and accuracy in making related 

laws by the authorities show that the sensitivity of the issue in ridging individual freedoms is through the power 

of the government. Two kinds of gatherings must be differentiated:   

A. Temporary gatherings such as rallies, protests, speeches and the like. 

B. Permanent grouping such as open and hidden parties, unions, clubs and associations. 

Such gatherings are temporary or private like accumulation of office staff, union or charity members or they 

have social aspects and have been organized due to social, political and industrial measures. In the first example, 

most of the countries have given great freedom. Because the probability of their political consequences is so 

weak and the public forces don’t feel danger. However, the security ad disciplinary authorities normally have 

the strict monitoring on them, because there is the possibility of changing them to the gatherings against public 

order and harsh and violent acts. Sometimes it happens that police agencies ban some of these gatherings in 

which there is the probability of conflict and chaos and they may disturb the public order. The constitution also 

counts the gatherings dependent on some conditions that observing them can relieve the society from possible 

harm. 

Street protest are one of the main instances of temporary gathering. The principles of democratic countries 

have basically announced such rallies free. But such gatherings surely happen due to the occurrence of acute 

social and political issues, and there is always the possibility of disturbing public order or people’s free 

movement. Moreover, it may happen that rallies turn to riots, clashes or attack to private and governmental 

centers or make the adversary parties to confront each other. The necessity of requesting the validity from 

competent authorities is the first cautious step for preventing such unexpected or possibly unpleasant events 

(Qazi Shariat Panahi, 2009, page 165-166). 
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1-6- the principle of the freedom of occupation: 

According to the article 28«everybody has the right to choose the occupation which he has a tendency to do 

and it is not against Islam, public interest and other’s rights. Government, with respect to the needs of society to 

different occupations, is obliged to create the possibility of working and equal conditions for all members of 

society». In article 28, the freedom of choosing occupation has been explicitly mentioned. The tendency of an 

individual in choosing occupation is a collection of environmental factors, family situation, the job which his 

relatives have, and the degree of his attraction to material and spiritual aspects of the job, the physical and 

mental ability and many other unknown factors that determine his will to choose an occupation. But having the 

tendency is not just enough in choosing occupation. Some jobs need some specialties and a person can choose 

that occupation when he masters those specialties. Judicial, medical or technical professions are categorized in 

this group. Sometimes Simple tasks that need no specialties also need license and permission; it means that he 

can’t start working just because he wills. The article 28 reminds the prohibition of the jobs which are against 

Islam, it means that the first constraint is lack of opposition to the principles of Islam. Some professions are not 

compatible with the Islamic rules. However people naturally tend to do it or it doesn’t need any specialties,  they 

are not workable in the Iranian society. For example: establishing gambling centers, usury and selling wine. The 

freedom of choosing profession is bound to the lack of opposition to public interest. Therefore, working in such 

affairs, is banned and is against public interest. The goods whose production is in the hand of the government 

are: Tobacco, weapons and coins. 

 In addition, with regard to the article 28, the chosen job should not be against other’s rights. It means that 

one profession neither is against Islam nor public interest; but it is against other’s profession. What kind of jobs 

can be against other’s rights?  What is the limitation of this opposition? Suppose that you want to establish a 

factory which similar ones to it have been already established. Should such limitation be applied? If the answer 

is yes, then applying such limitation means the agreement with monopoly, however, it doesn’t seem to mean this 

here. A person who establishes a stonework factory near a hospital or a peddler who sells the same goods in 

front of a shop, have professions that are against other’s rights (Madani, 1990, page 97-98). 

 

1-7- the principle of the prohibition of detention: 

According to the article 32 «No one can be arrested except in the manner prescribed by the law does…». In 

this regard it should be noted that the freedom of individual performance is one of the most important individual 

rights and public freedoms in which one of its instances is individual security. This principle that was explicitly 

applied for the first time in Declaration of Rights and Citizenship in 1789, in fact supports the individual in 

arbitrary, illegal and unlimited detentions. In order to prevent the power’s abuses, the principle is that no 

detention is possible unless the permission is issued by judicial authorities; there are two exceptions in this case: 

1- in the obvious crimes or the crimes against the security of country 2- preventive detention without judicial 

permission, for a short time (usually 24 hours) if only required by law (Qazi, Necessitate fundamental rights, 

2001, page 157). The security of individuals should be provided in a way in which the feeling of anxiety or 

stress derived from arbitrary detention, never constantly expose them to mental torture (Qazi, Fundamental 

Rights and Political Institution). Each person in society accused of committing crimes must be justly prosecuted, 

trialed and treated him the way it deserves as human beings deserve. The method of prosecution and trial must 

be without hardship and prejudice. Based on «presumption of innocence», the responsibility of proving the 

crime is on the person who has made the accusation. Using torturing tools and rooms, secret detention and such 

actions are aggression of extensive powers which are granted to government for implementation of justice 

(Bushehri, 2005, page 67). 

With regard to other principles, the reason of why the constitutional legislator in the article 32 mentions: 

«no one can be arrested without reason», is completely obvious; because arresting by every person or every 

authority is against the individual’s freedom which is his natural right. Whether the doer is an ordinary person or 

a group, whether they have relationship with authority or not, the principle is lack of permission and violating it 

will be considered as a crime. It says: the violator of this principle is punished based on law (Yazdi, 1996, page 

294). Because one’s personal freedom indicates the freedom of drift transportation, accommodation, Location, 

accepting citizenship of their country or another country and staying safe from arrestment with no reason. One 

of the results of this freedom is the prohibition of detention and imprisonment without permission (Madani, 

1990, page 86). Ensuring people’s freedoms is one of the most crucial features and advantages of popular 

government against Dictatorial regimes. If people’s freedoms  is supposed to be the desire of one person’s or a 

specific authority’s, and people only due to this and that’s order get arrested, then that society will absolutely 

lose its freedom and there won’t be any influence of popular government in that society. We can’t introduce lack 

of freedom as freedom through advertisement. The freedom is something that the individual himself can feel it, 

there is no need for him to be offended or arrested. As soon as others get such offences, it will be spread through 

the society, as soon as they know the detention was done unjust or based on some absurd reasons, they won’t 

believe it, and if some cases such this one get revealed, people’s trust to the government will be taken away and 

reviving the public trust is not a simple task (same book, page 115-116). 
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About deprivation of liberty and detention of people, the problems below are the most important affairs that 

lack of attention to them will change a judgment to an unjust one: A- introduction and specification of 

responsible authorities for depriving freedom; in this regard it should be noted that in the related rules, the 

government official can’t attract the person alone and must have « a written judgment» from judicial authorities. 

B- Specifying the duties of related authorities; as an example regarding the law passed on the way of interaction 

with crime committers, it must be clarified that how the related government authorities should treat those 

committers. C- Specifying the duty of authorities is not just enough; clearly, the related authorities in the 

absence of clear warranty of implementations can easily make a pretext on law and abuse their own power. 

Therefore, it is necessary to clarify the punishments for those who arbitrarily take individual’s freedom. D- In 

the most of the cases in which one’s freedom is taken away arbitrarily by government authorities, the victims 

will face great spiritual and material losses. Punishing the related authorities can’t just remove the loss. Thus it 

is necessary for the law to contemplate not only on punishing the headstrong agencies but also on properly 

making up victims’ loss (both material and spiritual) (Rostami, Aqae Toqi and Lotfi, Hasan, 2009, page18). 

Judicial safety is set when the judicial courts in doing their own legal task, treat in a way that doesn’t harm 

individual’s rights and freedoms and doesn’t threaten his sanctity. In order to get the pleasant goal, using the 

unpleasant tools such as arbitrary detention, improper punishments and mental and physical torturing for the 

innocent people is not justified in any way. The decent court system should be the guarantee of preparing 

specific criteria that while it is prosecuting and punishing the criminals, the essential rules respecting the human 

dignity are counted as the basis of judicial affairs in all steps of prosecution till issuing the sentence (Hashemi, 

2004, page 186). About legal prosecution, the first part of the article 32 that is saying « No one can be arrested 

except in the manner prescribed by the law does», actually invalidates the arbitrary detention and shows that it is 

subjected to the legal order. Therefore, in order to support individuals against any kind of arbitrariness and 

dictatorship, following «legal methods» requires « the order of prohibition of freedom to be issued by the proper 

authority and having no arbitrary aspects», so that justice can be done «fairly and accurately». (Ashuri, 2004, 

page 294). 

In fact, it can be said that the prohibition of arbitrary detention and the necessity and the immediate 

realization of accusation through mentioning reasons are to support the defense rights of the accused and the 

rights of the fundamental freedoms of the citizens. The article 32 not only supports the principle of the deeds 

and behaviors’ freedom in the framework of regulation and bans the arbitrary detention done out of law and 

knows it prosecutable, but also affirms the right of the accused in being informed of the mentioned charge and 

its reasons in the written form.Because the right of informing the accused from the documents containing the 

charge and the explanation of what has happened is the requisite of defense right. Ignorance to the charge and 

specially the absence of documents lead to the disarmament in defending the individual’s fundamental rights 

and freedoms. Criminal executive guarantee in violation of the mentioned principle has been predicted in the 

Islamic penal code, article 575 (Moazen Zadegan, 1998, page 145-146). 

The principle of freedom and safety which is the individuals’ fundamental rights, in many international 

documents of human rights, is counted as a basis of some guarantees which are predicted for the primary steps 

of Criminal Procedure . Preserving the freedom and safety of the individuals till the approval of the conviction is 

the requisite of presumption of innocence which is the center of all the principles of criminal law. Naturally, 

preserving freedom and safety of the conditions of the accused is much more important than the normal 

conditions. It goes without saying that during criminal investigation,” the rights of the accused in the condition 

of temporary detention are more in danger than the time when he is free”, and keeping him in temporary 

detention makes him vulnerable. That’s why The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

(paragraph 3 article 9) explicitly says «the general rule shouldn’t be this one that the individuals waiting for trial 

must be kept in detention». But on the other hand, the individual’s temporary detention and deprivation of 

freedom can be considered very important and necessary, especially in the steps of investigation and preventing 

the suspect’s attempt at destroying the crime evidence (Fazaeli, Mustafa, 2010, page 381-382). What is 

important about the immunity right of detention and arbitrary arrestment is that what are the criterion of legal 

arrestment and what guarantees are there to deal with violations? The legal criterion of arrestment is as follow: 

A- the existence of logical evidence showing that the arrested has committed the crime. B- the necessity of 

arrestment based on one of the aspects below :1- ensuring his presence in trial, 2- ensuring that he doesn’t 

disturb or jeopardize The investigation and court procedure, or 3- preventing the continuation of committing that 

crime or other related crimes arisen from the same circumstances( same book, page 387-388). 

By the way, with regard to the subject mentioned above, we can say that the article 32 has recognized «the 

immunity right of arbitrary detention and arrestment». According to the mentioned principle, the basis is the 

freedom, and imprisonment and detention are known as exceptions. Thus, for ensuring criminal justice and the 

real implementation of law, the mentioned principle seeks to observe the individual’s freedom and security in 

every particular item and prevent changing the terms prescribed in the principle to absurd and empty words or a 

kind of speaking in general. 

 

http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/criminal_procedure
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1-8- The principle of non-exile: 

According to the article 33:« No one may be banished from his place of residence or place of stay or 

residing in his favorite place or compel him to reside in a place, except as provided by law». 

Everybody should be able to choose or change his living place freely and with no permission. Choosing the 

living place is one of the individual rights and freedoms, so that human could choose the most suitable place 

based on his own innovation and enjoy the benefits and privileges within the law. The holy religion of Islam has 

established the terms of residence based on the individual’s freedom and choice within interests of society. Holy 

prophet of Islam about the freedom of residence says: the earth is God’s earth and the servants are God’s 

servants. Wherever you achieve goodness, reside there. In order to get rid of the cruelty of the governor, God in 

sura Anfal, verse 75, orders people to immigrate…. However, Islam has set some limitations for the freedom of 

residence; as if people enter the war against God and his messenger and try to spread the corruption on earth, 

then they will be sentenced to the most sever  punishments including banishment and exile. In constitution and 

based on the article 33, the basis is the freedom of residence. Thus, people and the government are obliged to 

respect this freedom (Hashemi, 2005, page 288-289) 

In fact, we can say that freedom of movement and choice of housing is the result of personal security, it 

means that there wouldn’t be any obstacles to deprive the person from the freedom of moving inside the 

country, staying or leaving there whenever he wants to or returning to motherland. The freedom of movement is 

the symbol of life and activity, it is perfect when it is followed with security and has no significance without it. 

Along with today’s evolutions in the fields of communication, providing the freedom of movement and choice 

of housing has changed to one of the important requirements of life in the world today. No country can close its 

borders to the outside world and prevent foreigners to travel to the country or its own citizens to go abroad. 

Every kind of limitation in this item is a serious threat for world peace and understanding… in the normal 

situations, movement and choice of housing is free inside the country and the result is that using roads and 

pathways are free and equivalent to the public… in Iran rights, people have absolute freedom in choosing 

home…this freedom includes choosing, changing or even deselecting it (Tabatabae Motameni, 2003, page 49-

51).  Despite moving inside the country, leaving and entering the country require passport and visa. In terms of 

international rights and rules, the qualification of government in giving passport to its citizens is a kind of 

obligation, it means that government can’t refuse to give passports without a legal cause, but the government’s 

qualification in giving visa which means the entrance of foreigners, is optional, it means that if government 

identifies the entrance of some elements as a harm to the country, it is free to refuse to give visa to them (same 

book, page 52 and 53). 

 

2- The legal restrictions on the use of criminal law: 

According to the article 4,since « All the rules and regulations of civil, criminal, financial, economic, 

administrative, cultural, military, political, and others should be based on Islamic criteria. This principle is 

applied absolutely and generally to all articles of the Constitution, the laws and the regulations, and recognition 

is the responsibility of Guardian Council jurists», therefore, another restriction that Islamic consultative 

assembly has got in criminal legislating in the realm of individual rights and freedoms, is legal restrictions; in 

other words, Islamic consultative assembly should criminalize in the realm of individual and personal behaviors, 

within the limitation of Islamic principles. 

 

2-1- The principle of lawfulness: 

Human being has the right of possession in the objects which exist outside, unless the cases which contain a 

reason of prohibition. Then, when we doubt in lawfulness or unlawfulness of something, we can consider it 

lawful by implementation of the principle of lawfulness. For example we don’t know smoking is lawful or 

unlawful? Through implementation of the originality of lawfulness, we can consider it lawful. The principle of 

lawfulness is the synonym of the originality of allowance. «Lawfulness means that it puts the obliged lawgiver 

in vast and open conditions, so that he can do what he wills and it results for him to enjoy freedom in which he 

can do something or leave it».( Sadr, 1989, page64). About philosophy and the reason of «lawfulness»’s rule, 

Many Islamic Jurists noted that two things are the origin of lawfulness: sometimes it is due to lack of the 

criterion of the necessity in one act and sometimes due to existence of the criterion of human freedom and 

willfulness. Therefore, the principle of «lawfulness» is in along with the affirmation of individual’s freedom. « 

va Alabahh qad Tansha an Khala o alfel Almbah men ey melak Yadu ela  Alaltzam felan, "au Tarka" va qad 

tansha an vojud melak fi an yakun almolk motaq alenan va melakeha ala alaval (La eqtazae) va ala alsani 

(eqtazae)».(same book/164) 

Thus, the basis is the freedom of human’s action and lawfulness and the tasks have been set alongside this 

rule. Therefore, the task itself is in the need of additional reason and as long as this reason hasn’t been provided, 

then it is originally on lawfulness and innocence. 

Based on the principle of lawfulness, banned and unlawful deeds have been expressed by the lawgiver.  If 

the behavior hasn’t been banned by the lawgiver or the punishment of doing or undoing an action or the 
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capability of that punishment haven’t been expressed, then we can’t consider such behavior a crime, in these 

cases, the principle is «lawfulness» and no behavior is unlawful and no action is obligatory, unless there is a 

reason taken from legal resources on its sanctity or obligation. If the reason isn’t’ substantive, then we should 

consider that behavior lawful and allowable. Therefore, criminalizing lawful and allowable behaviors done by 

legislator is against the principle, and punishment for an allowable behavior is unlawful; because according to 

the Islamic rules requiring the principle, the sanctity of imprisonment, of obtaining property without satisfaction 

are other similar actions which are specified and announced equivalent to punishment (Elham, 2011, page3). 

 

2-2 the principle of non- supervision (velayat): 

Here, supervision means « the right of sovereignty » which is along with other’s domination and 

interference. The principle expresses that no one has the right of sovereignty on another unless there is a certain 

reason ( Masjed Sarae and Momeni, 2009,138) 

Like similar cases, the most popular basis for this principle is asking help (steshab). On this basis, the 

principle of non- supervision is not an independent principle but an item related to the principle of asking help 

(steshab). Supervision is one of the «fake» affairs and because forging supervision to the individuals, depends 

on awareness to inexistence, then through the necessity of asking help ( steshab), it is commanded to non- 

supervision, unless the supervision is proved for one special person ( Tabrizi, 2008,19). The course of asking 

help (steshab) about non-supervision has many usages in jurisprudence (Najafi, 2006, 188-189). 

Another basis for the principle of non-supervision is monotheism. According to the belief in monotheism, 

not only creation exclusively belongs to God, but also supervision is for Him: « qol al lahom malek almolk», He 

is «the master of people» and no one deserves commanding except He: « the rule definitely belongs to God». 

Therefore, every kind of interference in the existence needs His «permission» and no one has the right to 

interfere in the destiny of human beings (Imam Khomeini, 2007, 100). In this analysis: the principle of non-

supervision belongs to monotheism subsumptions; in this principle, the mutual domination of creatures is 

rejected. 

Another basis for the principle of non-supervision is human’s freedom based. According to this basis, 

because the human has been created free and everyone holds his own destiny, then every kind of domination 

over others is cruelty to their right (Montazri, 1987, 27). 

The necessity of the principle of one’s non-supervision over another, is the lack of permission of 

criminalization and people’s attempt for punishing others; because criminalization results in punishing others 

and accordingly it is a kind of interfering and supervising their affairs; thus, criminalization and punishment 

need justification and permission (The Principle of Punishments’ Judiciary, Nobahar,2008,35). 

 

Conclusion: 

1-what the searches show is the inflation of criminal codes, the increase of crimes and criminal population, 

the obstruction in the process of court and justice prolongation in which one of the reasons is the legislator’s 

lack of attention to the restrictions set in the constitution and judiciary; because lack of attention to one 

beneficial rule’s index results in unnecessary approval of criminal codes and unlimited amplification of criminal 

codes and unnecessary criminalization which lead to the confusion of citizen and even judges and executors of 

criminal justice. 

2-with regard to the article 71, the authority of Islamic consultative assembly in regulating criminal codes 

and criminalization is not unlimited, but is subject to the restrictions set in the constitution. Moreover, according 

to the article 4, another limitation of Islamic consultative assembly in criminalization is the legal restrictions. 

Accordingly, in the article 72, the constitutional legislator has noted that: «Islamic consultative assembly can’t 

codify the rules which are against the principle of official religion or the constitution…». With regard to the 

mentioned article and article 71, in investigating the criminal code, the guardian council should pay attention to 

this point that the Islamic consultative assembly has criminalized within the limitation of the principles which 

are codified in the constitution and legality, and if it gets revealed that Islamic consultative assembly hasn’t 

followed this limitation in criminalization, then the guardian council mustn’t approve it. 

3-In addition to observing the legal restrictions in criminalization by Islamic consultative assembly, it is 

needed for criminalization to be done in the domain of individual rights and freedoms, regarding general 

criterion set in the articles 9 and 40. According to the mentioned article, the only permission for creating 

restrictions in legal rights and freedoms is preventing Iran's political, cultural, economic, military and territorial 

integrity’s dependency from any kind of harm, and also preventing to harm others and to violate public interest, 

and only in this case, we can interfere individual rights and freedoms. Furthermore, the constitutional legislator 

has codified some criterions in the articles 24, 26, 27 and 28, as legal restrictions by the ordinary legislator in 

some individual rights and freedoms. 

4-Criminalization within the limitations set in the constitution ensures the citizens in which their freedom, 

life, property, prestige and security will not be violated, unless deserve it based on the constitution. Actually, the 
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most important function of ordering criminalization is to create a balance between the individual rights and 

freedoms, and public interest, and the role of the guardian council is really determinant. 
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